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Nuclear Power: Impact on America

KUPS SailingThrough RoughWaves
By Carl Perkins
Most students are aware of the attention KUPS has been receiving;
however, many are unaware of the
reasons for this attention. The
Federal Communications Commission has decided to phase out all
ten-watt radio stations. The new
minimum has been set at 100-watts;
therefore, KUPS, a ten-watt station
can either increase their power or go
off the air.
The decision to grant the power
increase is hindered for two reasons.
The first concern involves the
transformation costs. ASUPS funds
the radio station, so it must decide
how much money can and should be
budgeted for next year.
The second concern is that
Trustee approval is required. The
power increase indicates an increase
in liability. As the Dean of Students,
Jean Hill is preparing her recommendation for the Trustee meeting this
month.
The Trustees asked for an outside
evaluation to aid them in their decision. The evaluator's report included
one very detrimental recommendation. He advocated the hiring of an
academic consultant. This would increase the transformation costs
significantly. The figure quoted in

the report was $20,000.00 for a full
time consultant.
Tobey Fitch and Bob Akamian
both disagree with the need for a full
time consultant. John Morris went so
far as to accuse the consultant of including this recommendation for
personal gain. It seems that the consultant will be entering the job
market in time to apply for the position should it be available. "Dale
Mueller, KUPS's faculty advisor,
does more than an adequate job.
Look at how far the station has come
already," said Clenton Richardson
who has been lauded for improving
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feel that if a full time academic consultant is required by the University
administration, then the University
administration should pay the costs
and make it a part of the academic
program. However, this is not
desired by most students involved
with the station. They prefer to
maintain the emphasis on entertainment.
The next three solutions finance
operating costs of the station and
the power increase but exclude the
hiring of a consultant. Depending on
Please Turn to Page Six
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Michael Novak to Speak
at Jewett Installation

Therapy students help patients out of van near the PhysicallOccupational Therapy Center.
Photo by Dave Frankel.

Susan Pharr Will Lecture
on Women in Japan
"The Changing Role of Women in
Japan" is the subject of a guest lecture April 30 at the University of
Puget Sound.
Susan J. Pharr, an associate professor of political science at the
University of Wisconsin and a
specialist in Japanese politics,
speaks at 4 p.m. in the Kittredge
Gallery at Lawrence and North 15th
Avenues. The lecture is free and
open to the public.
Professor Pharr, who earned her
master's degree, and doctorate at
Columbia University, has written

the station as general manager.
The student senate came up with
seven possible budget solutions. The
first two include the hiring of a consultant. One budgets for a full time
consultant and one for a part time
consultant. The total cost for KUPS
with a full-time consultant would be
around $40,000, while a $30,000
total would be necessaryfor a parttime consultant.
The costs of the consultant, if the
Trustee's should require it, seem prohibitive to most student leaders and
many of the radio workers
themselves. Most student leaders

and lectured both on Japan and on
women. She has been a consultant
to the U.S. State Department's
Bureau of East Asian Affairs and a
visiting scholar at Japanese universities.
Her appearance at UPS, sponsored by the university's Asian
Studies and Womens Studies programs and the Department of Comparative Sociology, is part of the
Distinguished Lecturer Series supported by the Association for Asian
Studies, a 5,000-member professional group.

Michael Novak, noted author, syndicated columnist, educator and
theologian, will be the keynote
speaker at the installation of the first
George Frederick Jewett Distinguished Professor of Business at the
University of Puget Sound.
Novak will speak on "The War of
Ideas" at the installation ceremonies
Tuesday evening, April 28, at the
Bicentennial Pavilion, Tacoma.
Novak, the U.S. delegate to the
United Nations Human Rights Commission, is a Resident Scholar in
religion and public policy at the
American Enterprise Institute in
Washington D.C. He is the author of
two novels and 15 books on politics,
religion and philosophy, as well as
numerous articles in Commentary,

Harper's Magazine, National Review,
The New Republic and other journals.
He taught at Harvard and Stanford, among other universities, and

has been associate director of
humanities for the Rockefeller Foundation. In two of his three years at
Stanford, he was voted one of two
"most influential professors" by the
senior class.
The George Frederick Jewett
Distinguished Professorship—the first
fully endowed chair in the history of
the University of Puget Sound—was
established by a $750,000 grant from
Mr. and Mrs. George Frederick
Jewett Jr., of San Francisco, and
other members of the Jewett family.
The gift, part of the UPS Centennial
Campaign to raise $45 million,
honors George Frederick Jewett
(1896-1956), who was chairman of
the Potlatch Corp.
Professor John P. Dickson, Ph.D.,
the first scholar to hold the Jewett
chair, came to UPS last fall from
Eastern Washington University,
where he was dean of the School of
Business.
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Sprechen Sie Deutsch?

American Linguistic Arrogance Costly
By Gary Long
"Parlez-vous francais?"
"Sprechen Sie Deutsch?"
"Habla Espanol"
Probably not, if you're like most
Americans. Today, nine out of ten
Americans cannot speak, read, or effectively understand any language
but English. Traditionally, our
geographic location between vast
oceans has been a basis for linguistic
and political isolation, but modern
communication and transportation
have all but destroyed this barrier.
The American "arrogance" of not

learning about foreign cultures and
their languages has gone too far. Being a student of international affairs,
I can see that U.S. "supremacy" is
not taken for granted internationally
as many people take it for granted
here. It is time we stopped
alienating other peoples and started
learning about other languages and
cultures. Foreign language study is
the logical place to start, for as any
linguist can tell you, trying to learn
another culture wihtout learning the
language is like learning to swim in a
mud puddle - it's just not the same.
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Clear evidence that we lack an
understanding of world affairs is
shown in a 1977 Gallup poll - more
than half the general public was
unaware that the U.S. must import
part of its petroleum supplies, and
40% of high school seniors thought
Israel was an Arab nation.
So how have we become so
culturally blinded and linguistically
ignorant? For the most of the century, America has been the "top
banana" in the world -- the
peacemaker, the supplier of needed
funds and commodities, and we
could get by. But no longer. We can
see the problem clearly in the case
of energy. If the Saudis suddenly required that all negotiations for oil
and oil prices must be conducted in
Arabic, and only conducted by nationals from the importing country,
we'd be in serious trouble. The
British and French would be in much
better shape, since they require all
students to take foreign language
classes. As a matter of fact, the U.S.
is the only industrial nation that
does not require foreign language
exposure for all students. Although
the study of languages may not
seem as important as traditional
favorites like Math and English, we
cannot divorce ourselves from the
fact that the world is getting smaller
in this era of supersonic travel,
multinational business dealing, and
growing political interdependence.
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Today, understanding foreign
languages and cultures helps us in
three major ways: personally,
economically, and politically.
For any person who wishes to
travel, a foreign language is almost
indispensable. Although many
Americans assume both our
languages and gestures are universal, over 70% of the people in the
world do not speak English. If an
American traveller tries to get by using only gestures, he may run into
some problems - we don't realize
that giving the American "O.K." sign
in many European countries may get
you a punch in the face; or that waving good-bye is the way to summon a
Filipino to one's side. And where an
American child might stick out his
tongue to show defiance, in many
cultures, it's a sexual invitation.
For any scholar, being able to read
some of the millions of books and
periodicals written in other
languages is a clear personal advantage. And as Dr. Richard E. Porter
says, "Perhaps the most important
advantage for the individual is being
able to understand a different
culture."
"But instead of increasing the
study of languages, and thereby increasing the study of other cultures,
Americans have formed the attitude
that languages are an educational or
civic luxury. In 1980, the Presidential
Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies came up
with some startling disclosures: In
1980, only 8% of colleges and
universities required foreign
language study for admission, compared to 34% in 1966 and 85% in
1915, and only 15% of American
high school students study any
foreign language, compared to 24%
in 1965.
For a "nation of immigrants," the
U.S. seems to be woefully lacking in
its international capabilities. For intance, private citizens who sent
packages to our troops occupying
Germany after World War II mark
packages "Gift" to escape duty
charges. They didn't bother to find
out that "gift" means "poison" in
German. On the business side, when
General Motors took the Chevy
Nova to the Latin American market,
they couldn't understand why it
wasn't selling, until somebody
realized that "no va" in Spanish
means "doesn't go." Another time.
the Parker Pen Co. was running an
advertisement in Latin America that
had been mistranslated somehow
and indicated that the pen had great
"contraceptive benefits." In Japan,
"Sanka" means "bitter," not
"better."
And there other economic incentives for us to change the situation
of declining competency in foreign
language: the President's commission found that approximately
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Ctrttrs
Most Evidence
Shows Millions
of Ancestors
To the Editor:
This is in response to Mr.
Gleghorn's defense of Scientific
Creationism in the March 26 issue of
the Trail. In view of recent developments, including legal action taken
by the Fundamentalist/Creationist
groups, and introduction of legislation to balance the teaching of
evolution with Creation (see for example Washington State House Bill
234), I feel compelled to air my
views. Mr. Gleghorn claims that his
response was not the expected one;
however, this is written largely
because it WAS predictable. Groups
and individuals subscribing to creationist doctrine are once again attempting to de-secularize the public
education system, in violation of the
constitutional separation of church
and state.
Creationists now argue that
Divine Creation is a valid scientific
theory, and that as such deserves to
be taught alongside evolution. Mr.
Gleghorn follows the lead of other
Creationists who use inconsistencies
in the evidence contradicting Creationist doctrine to infer that all of
the evidence (or the theory which it
supports) is faulty. The fact that contradictions within the theory of
Scientific Creation exist in profusion
seems to have gone unnoticed.
The use of scientific methodology
is valid only so long as contrary empirical evidence is admitted. Creationist methodology appears to consist of attacks on established theory
not compatible with Creation and
dismissal of evidence unfavorable to
Creationism as worthless, faulty, impossible, or fallacious. Evidence
contradictory to evolutionary theory
exists, but is far outweighed by supporting evidence; this trend has continued as new evidence has been
gathered.
Evolutionary theory is often attacked as a "secular religion" or as
dogma, yet it is the result of attempts to explain known natural
phenomena and verifiable evidence,
regardless of the palatability of the
conclusion to any special interest
group. Scientific Creationism,
however, is an attempt to legitimize
a previously reached conclusion
through the use of empirical
evidence. The difficulty with this lies
in both the nature of the conclusion
and the methods used to verify it.
Creationists hold that the universe
and all life therein was originated
spontaneously by an omnipotent
creator, that the universe is less than
20,000 years old, and that all forms
of life were created almost exactly
as they now appear
Some of the arguments used by
Scientific Creationist to support
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these claims:
First. The second law of thermodynamics proves that the evolution of simple organisms into more
complex ones is impossible.
Reply: This is not true. If it were,
man would be regressing, or evolving backward, into a lower form (our
descendents might be apes). Ilya
Prigogine won a Nobel prize in 1977
for proving that the second law does
not apply to open systems such as
living organisms.
Second. "Evolutionists live in a
dream world where complex
organisms are created spontaneously:"
Reply: The difference between
this and Divine Creation is that
evolutionary theory only points to a
beginning, without answering the
why (if there IS an answer). Perhaps
the difference lies in daring to
dream.
Third. "The carbon-14 dating process is considered worthless as its
accuracy cannot be trusted."
Reply: It should be pointed out
that carbon-14 is but one of many
dating methods used. All generally
agree to within predictable error
parameters. Cases like Mr.
Gleghorn's moon rock are NOT proof that the method is worthless—one
has to ask about the conditions
under which the experiment took
place, whether is was repeatable,
and whether there was any explanation for the discrepancy (poor procedure, equipment malfunction,
etc.).
Fourth. The fossil record is incomplete in that there are not transitional forms between various
species; also, there is no "missing
link."
Reply: Because gaps exist in the
fossil record, Creationists insist that

they represent separation of speciesalthough this is not always the case.
Transitional forms do exist and
changes from one form to another
can be traced in the fossils that have
been found. The notion of a missing
link is deceptive oversimplification.
There was no single species, halfman and half-ape that bridged the
gap between man and animal, but a
series of gradual changes which are
in fact recorded (if only partially) in
extant fossil evidence.
Finally, let me clarify my intent in
writing this by saying that I firmly
believe in the separation of church
and state. Evolution, as the predominant scientific theory describing the
origin of life on this planet, belongs
in the science curriculum of our
public schools; Creationism remains
theological - doctrine and as such
belongs not in a biology class but in
a study of history, religion, or
literature.
On behalf of millions of
generations of ancestors,
John H. Waller

Evolution
Fanciful,
not Scientific

Page 3

tionism, but ALL the evidence points
to evolution being true; 2) evolution
and reason should be taught in a
science class, while creation and
faith belong in a religion class.
Basic to the discussion is the
understanding that it is impossible
to conclusively prove a historical
event by means of the scientific
method. By definition, history is
something that has and will occur
only once. Science, which depends
upon measurement of repeatable
controlled experiments cannot "prove" that a historical or prehistorical
event took place. Thus the creationevolution question is not subject to
definitive scientific determination,
and we are left with examining the
available data to see which inference is the more probable explanation of reality. There are, I
believe, serious problems in the
evolutionist's explanation of the
origins of life.
At the outset, there is the problem
of the existence of life itself. The
evolutionist cannot account for the
development of living oranisms
from nonliving chemicals. The notion of spontaneous generation was
widely held until a hundred years
ago, when Pasteur and others
demolished that notion by showing
that living organisms come only
from other living organisms. There is
no process now known to man
whereby nonlife can be turned into
life.
Another problem is the accounPlease Turn to Page 4

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to David
C. Smith's editorial regarding Creationism and Evolutionism, (Trail,
3/19/81, p.2). For those who missed it,
his points were the following: 1)
there is NO evidence which rationally or scientifically proves Crea-
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LETTERS
CONTINUED,
Creationism
Logical
ting for the variety of living beings.
Mendelian laws of heredity and the
modern DNA theory show that all
variations run within certain fixed
limits and that no hereditable
characteristic can appear in an individual that has not existed in at
least one of its parents. How then is
the transformation made from the
"simple" amoeba to the complex
vertebrates?
Furthermore, the second law of
thermodynamics affirms the fact
that the available energy of the
universe as a whole is continually
running down rather than building
up. This law stands in sharp contradistinction to the theory of evolution's fundamental tenet of ever in-

creasing development, organization
and complexity.
In response to the supposed
dichotomy between faith and creation on the one hand and reason and
evolution on the other, I will quote
Dr. Henry M. Morris. "Thus the
evolutionist has to resort to an explanation in terms of an imaginary
atmosphere which no longer exists,
an imaginary ocean composition
which no longer exists, and
hypothetical processes which no
longer exist! Whatever philosophic
or religious value such speculations
might have, they are certainly not
scientific."
Perhaps it is time we realize that
science is not a sacred cow, that
there are some things which cannot
be explained without resort to the
supernatural—for instance the existence of life. And perhaps we
should learn to think not in terms of
faith versus reason, but faith
resulting from reason.
Ken Nichols
UPS Law Student

A constitutional amendment election has been recommended to
Senate for May 8, by the Elections Committee. The purpose for the
special election is to clarify wording in Article V of the "Judicial
Branch" between the constitution and the conduct code. A copy of the
proposed amendment Article V "Judicial Branch" is available upon request in the ASB Office.
The polling stations will be as follows:
the Tunnels, the Annex, the Library, and the SUB.
Signs will be posted designating each of the aforementioned voting
stations. The polls will be opened from 8:00 am to 5:30 pm. You will
need your ASB card to vote. Volunteers will be needed, please contact
Karen Clark, x3273 or Lorraine Hingston, x4265. The proposed amendment for the May 8th election would become effective as of May 9, if
passed.
ARTICLE V. JUDICIAL BRANCH
Section 1.
Court.

The judicial functions of the ASUPS shall be performed by the Student

Section 2.
The Student Court shall have the following powers and responsibilities:
to excercise disciplinary jurisdiction where prescribed by the Student Conduct Code or by other University or ASUPS regulation.
to have the final authority for interpreting constitutionality of actions of
the various agencies of the ASUPS.
to approve the constitution of any organization applying for recognition by
the Student Senate.
to perform any other such duties as may be delegated by the Constitution,
By-Laws, or the Student Senate.
Section 3
The membership of the Stuitent Court shall be as follows:
a.
five students and three student altern s appointed by the ASUPS President with the consent of the Student Senate.
b
one faculty member and one faculty alternate, both appointed in accordance with the procedures for making faculty committee appointments.
one designee of the Dean of Students, who shall be a member of the
University staff.
an advisor to the Court who is a member of the Law School faculty, appointed in accordance with the University faculty committee assignments procedures. The advisor shall be a non-voting member of the Court and shall assist
the
Court in deciding upon all substantive and procedural questions arising
under this code.

Some Thoughts
About Gun
Control Article
To the Editor:
In response to the anti-handgun
article appearing in the April 9th
Trail, I present a few things to think
about:
AR-15s and M-16s, both widely
available rifles, with semi-automatic
receivers can be altered by an
amateur gunsmith for fully
automatic firing in about 15
minutes. The barrels may be cut to
any length desire,
Airplane hijackers have
resorted to carrying on board bottles
of gasoline, which are not detected
by x-rays, to incinerate the
passengers if their demands are not
met.
Many robberies are committed
without the demonstration of a handgun.
Four students at Kent State
University were shot by U.S. of A.
National Guardsmen. All four of the
students were not carrying firearms
at the time.
Some women have resorted to
carrying Raid Wasp and Hornet
Killer, which causes severe and permanent damage to the eyes, as a
more effective method of deterring
rape.
During WWII the entire western
sea board was considered expendable by the military establishment
and would have had to have been
defended by the general population

in the event of a Japanese invasion.
Examples of attempted acts of
violence that have been deterred
due to the intended victim's use of a
handgun are published monthly in

Shotgun News.
Most gun buffs I know of, at
least, have no interest in H-bombs,
they're too messy for dove hunting;
machine guns, which can not be used legally even for defensive purposes; or bazookas, they're too noisy
for target practice.
Would you feel your freedom
secure if the policing agencies of our
government had exclusive access to
firearms? Think about it.
Owing Saffell

...And Now for
Something
Completely
Different
Has inflation deflated your entertainment budget? For just 97 cents
(51 cents for students) the University
of Puget Sound presents P.D.Q.
Bach, a just-for-fun concert parody
of serious music, Saturday, April 25.
Included on the tongue-in-cheek
program are "Fanfare for the Common Cold" for brass ensemble and
"The Seasonings," a full-scale grand
oratorio.
The fun begins at 8 p.m. at the
Jacobsen Recital Hall in the UPS
Music Building, one block east of
Union Ave. at North 15th Street.
P.D.Q. Bach is sponsored by
Sigma Alpha Iota, national women's
music honorary.

Science Research Colloquiam Thursday
Learn what lurks beneath a
turtle's shell, what secrets Mt. St.
Helens shrouds in clouds and what
invisible bacteria hide in hot springs
at a free public program Thursday,
April 30, at the University of Puget
Sound.
Science students present research
projects concerning turtle physiology, Mt. St. Helens, hot springs
bacteria, ecology of bogs and more

at the Undergraduate Science
Research Colloquium from 6 to 11
p.m. in Room 152, Thompson Hall.
Prizes will be awarded for the best
presentation and the best research
work. All undergraduates conducting science research must present
their findings at the colloquium to
earn credit.
For more information, call
756-3121.

Annowicing your passport
to a wild

Section 4.
Term of office for members of the Court
a
the student members and alternates shall serve for the period of their
membership in the ASUPS or until such time as they resign or are removed from
the Court.
Faculty members and alternates shall serve for a term of three years. Both
b.
are subject to removal as set forth herein.
c.
the Advisor shall serve for a one year term which is renewable in accordance with the same procedures as appointed .
Section 5.
Removal of members of the Court: A member of the Court may be
removed on unanimous vote of the other members of the Court for acts which are a
violation of this Code, a serious civil or criminal violation of law, or dereliction in the
discharge of his/her duties as a member of the Court. Replacement will be from the same
source as outlined above.
Section 6.
Officers of the Court:
a
one of the five student members of the Court shall be elected Chairperson
by the members of the Court for a one year term and shall have all rights and
responsibilties of any member of the Court. Further, the Chairperson shall convene meetings of the Court at such times and places as is deemed necessary to
carry out its duties.
the Chairperson shall appoint one of the student alternates as clerk. It shall
b.
be the clerk's duty to provide for the recording of the Court's activities and to
assist the Chairperson in the everyday duties of the Court.
No member of the ASUPS shall be a member of the Student Court and
Section 7.
hold an elected office of the ASUPS at the same time.

This summer, Alaska is the best buy on the face of the earth.
For just $549, Wien's Alaska Passports lets you chase your dream
of adventure all the way from Ketchikan to Barrow. And through 15
unforgettable days anytime between May 1 and September 30,1981.
It's a big story. For the whole scoop, see your travel agent. Or give
us a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington, call 800 - 562 - 5222.
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Pig Luau Next Weekend
Warmer weather means outdoor
cooking, but the charcoal grill is not
the only way. Take a lesson from the
Hawaiians, who elevated the simple
cookout to a unique feast by going
underground.
Students from the Hawaiian Club
at the University of Puget Sound will
prepare the traditional roast pig luau
on Saturday, May 2, to feed the
throng at the annual Parents'
Weekend.
Brian Nitta, a Hawaiian student
who learned the native cooking
technique from his uncles, will
supervise preparation of a
175-pound whole pig, according to
the time-honored method:
First, the night before the luau, the
students dig a pit and in it build a
wood fire. They pile rocks in the pit
and keep the fire burning for at least
four hours.
While the fire burns, the students
clean and shave the pig and rub it
throughly with Hawaiian rock salt.
When the fire has burned down,
after about five hours, the students
remove some of the hot rocks from
the fire and place them inside the
pig's abdominal cavity. This way the

UPS Receives
$10,000 Grant
The University of Puget Sound has
received a $10,000 grant from the
Hearst Foundation to establish the
Hearst Endowment for Writing.
The grant will support a number
of programs at UPS designed not only to improve students' writing, but
also to stress writing as an interdisciplinary skill whose development is
encouraged throughout the University, not only in the English department.
Earnings from the Hearst Endowment for Writing will help support a
specific writing project each year,
such as acquisition of more library
materials on writing, expansion of
writing courses, and workshops for
non-English department faculty on
using more writing assignments in
their courses.
The University of Puget Sound
previously was awarded Hearst
Foundation grants for the Learning
Skills Center and for last year's
writing conference, "In Celebration
of the Written Word."

Tuesday, May 5, is the date of
this year's Four Generations
Banquet. The 1981-1982 Spurs
cordially invite all Spurs from
the last three years to join them
at 5:00 p.m. in the Sub Lounge
for an evening of friends, food
and fun. Please R.S.V.P. by
Tuesday, April 28, to Cindy at
x4495 or Elizabeth at x4501.

meat cooks from the inside out as
well as from the outside in.
They place a layer of banana
leaves over the bed of hot rocks,
then lay the pig on the leaves. They
top the pig with more banana leaves
and also ti leaves, so that the pig is
completely covered.
Then they fill in the pit, completely burying the pig. The pig cooks
underground from about 6 am Saturday until about 2:30 pm, when

students uncover the pig. The succulent roast pig will be served at the
luau at 4:30 pm in the Student Union
Building.
This traditional cooking method
retains meat juices because the
moisture of the banana leaves and
the retained heat of the rocks steam
the meat.
The luau is an annual event sponsored by the 300-member Hawaiian
Club.

Hunter to Lecture on
World Food Ethics
Do Americans consume more
than their fair share of the world's
food resources? How safe is the food
you eat?
Nationally-known food expert
Beatrice Trum Hunter, one of
America's foremost consumer advocates, answers those questions

Logger Weekend
Events
The annual fun-filled Spring
Weekend will soon be here! On May
8, 9, and 10, the ASUPS Special
Events Committee (along with Student Programs) will be presenting
"Logger Weekend"—an annual U.P.S.
celebration of spring, loaded with
games and entertainment for the
whole campus. Games this year will
include Volleyball, Keg Toss, Crosscut Sawing, Ice-blocking,
Tug-o'-War, and a type of Road Rally, plus other events to be announced later. Campus Films will showing
"Young Frankenstein" as an outdoor
movie in the AIL quad. Watch for
event sign-up sheets to be posted in
living groups.

and more in her lecture on "Food
and Consumers: Ethical Issues"
Wednesday, April 29 at the University of Puget Sound.
Mrs. Hunter is the author of 12
books on natural foods and nutrition, including the best-seller The
Natural Foods Cookbook and the
just-published How Safe is Food in

Your Kitchen?
A frequent contributor to national
magazines and leading newspapers,
Mrs. Hunter also created a series of
16 programs on natural food
preparation for WGBH-TV (Public
Broadcasting Service) in Boston. She
has won numerous awards from
health, nutrition and consumer
groups.
Tickets ($2) for her 7:30 p.m. lecture at Kilworth Chapel, N. 18th and
Warner Streets, are available at the
door or the UPS Student Union Information Booth. Admission is free for
UPS students.
Mrs. Hunter's lecture is cosponsored by the UPS University
Chaplain's Office and the Resort of
the Mountains, Morton, Washington.
For more information, call
756-3363.

Student Wins
Four-Year
Music Award

Sophomore Gretchen Woods,
University of Puget Sound Honors
Student from Wenatchee, has just
been notified of her acceptance at
the Eastman School of Music in
Rochester, New York. She received a
four year scholarship to study with
Zvi Zeitlin, Professor of Violin.
Gretchen will participate this summer in the Music Academy of the
West in Santa Barbara. It was
through the Academy last year that
she met Zeitlin and was urged by
him to apply for an audition at
Eastman.
During her two years at UPS Gretchen concentrated on the Core Curriculum in the Classics of the Honors
Program and on the study of foreign
languages.
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Fouts,
Cousens,
Cannon, and
Chimps???
Roger Fouts, Ph.D., internationally
recognized for his work on the
development of language in chimpanzees, reports on his recent
research on the transmission of
linguistic ability from one chimp to
another in a free public lecture April
24 at the University of Puget Sound.
Dr. Fouts, a professor of
psychology at Central Washington
University since last fall, worked
from 1967 to 1980 on the "Washoe
project," teaching sign language to
Washoe, a chimpanzee, at the Institute of Primate Studies at the
University of Oklahoma. He will
speak at 7:30 p.m. in room 148,
Thompson Hall.
Earlier in the day, he joins UPS
professors Frank Cousens of the
English department and Doug Cannon of the philosophy department
for a panel discussion entitled, "Is
Language Uniquely Human?" at 4
p.m. in room 111, McIntyre Hall, on
Lawrence Ave. at North 15th Ave.
They will examine the nature of
language and the importance of the
development of primate language
systems.
Both events are free and the
public is cordially invited to attend.

The Speech and Debate team is
selling the last of its third and
final printing of the famous
"Harvard of the Northwes'
T-shirt. Call Kris Davis at x344_
to get yours before it's too late.

you only have one chance
to make a first impression...

SPECIALIZING IN
CONTEMPORARY
HAIR DESIGN
752-5052

■

3909 6th Ave.
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$13,000 Grant Given
to UPS for Minority
Student Tutoring
The University of Puget Sound has
been awarded $12,873 under a grant
program designed specifically to
assist Hispanic, Asian and Native
American students.
The grant from the Board of
Higher Education and Ministry of
the United Methodist Church
enables UPS founded by
Methodists — to expand tutoring, advising and basic skills programs for
Hispanic, Asian and Native
American students, who comprise
8.6 percent of the student body.
The purpose of the grant is to expand the program of the existing
Learning Skills Center, which provides special help that may be needed by minority students who show
promise but are deficient in some of
the basic skills needed to succeed in
college. Entrance examinations at
UPS show that 65 percent of the incoming Hispanic, Asian and Native
American students need this help.
Specifically, the grant provides
more basic math, algebra, reading,
spelling and writing materials; equipment for a computerized learning
program; and salaries for student
tutors and an additional part-time instructor.

Moliere's 'Invalid' at
Inside Theatre
A modern adaptation of Moliere's
comedy of manners, "The Imaginary
Invalid," the season's final production at the UPS Inside Theatre,
will be staged at 8 pm, Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings May 1
through May 16.
Tickets, at $2 for students and
senior citizens and $3 for the general
public, go on sale April 27 at the
Jones Hall box office, which is open
from 1 to 5 pm weekdays. To reserve
tickets, call 756-3329.
"If you like the outdoors come to
Base Camp Supply!"

BASE CAMP
472-4402

SUPPI.T4CX

Special Art Courses Offered
for Diversity During Summer
mer are:
Richard Heipp, a painter whose
work has been exhibited frequently
in the Northwest as well as New
York, California and the midwest. He
has taught at UPS, the Cornish Institute and the University of
Washington.
David Green, a sculptor, jewelry
maker, and frequent exhibitor in this
area. Mr. Green, who previously has
taught sculpture at UPS, this summer teaches papermaking.
Bill Rades, a painter who exhibits
nationally and has won several
awards for this work, has taught in
numerous college art prorams in the
Northwest.
Agnes McLin, a textile artists who
has won local, regional and national
awards for her work, exhibits widely
in Washington. She teaches three
courses in batik.
Barbara Minas, an experienced art
teacher who has exhibited
throughout Washington, teaches
several courses for art educators involving a variety of media. Last year
she was Artist-in-Residence in the
Tacoma Public Schools.
Mike Croft, a recent UPS graduate
with a master's in fine arts, teaches
principles of firing ceramic glases to
achieve varied effects and kiln
maintenance.
The Summer Session begins June
15. For information, contact Carrie
Washburn, Summer Session, University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Wa.
98416. Or call 756-3207.

Artists accomplished in painting, kiln techniques for ceramic artists
ceramics, sculpture and textiles visit and, for arts educators, theory and
the University of Puget Sound to technique of various art media. Perteach in Summer Session 1981. manent UPS art faculty teach sumThe visiting artists offer courses in mer courses in art history and
papermaking, batik, painting at ceramics.
Artists who teach at UPS this sumbeginning through advanced levels,

Scholastic All-American
Accepting Applications
The Scholastic All-American Clinton, New York, 13323.
Selection Committee is now accepAll students are encouraged to
ting applications for the 1981 Spring submit an application regardless of
Semester. Students who are active in their grade point average.
scholastic organization and who perform well in class are asked to join.
The Scholastic All-American is an
honor society founded to recognize
this country's top undergraduate
A $1000 grand prize will be awardand graduate students. Students are
ed in the Seventh Annual Poetry
selected from over 1,280 schools
Competition sponsored by World of
covering all 50 states. Members parPoetry, a quarterly newsletter for
ticipate in various nationally
poets.
organized service projects each
Poems of all styles and on any
year.
subject are eligible to compete for
Students are selected for conthe grand prize or for 99 other cash
sideration based on the extent of
or merchandise awards, totaling
their academic and scholastic perover $10,000.00.
formance both in and out of the
Says Contest Chairman, Joseph
classroom. No one factor is weighed
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic
heaviest when a new member is contalent of every kind, and expect our
sidered. A student's best asset must
contest to produce exciting
be his or her "well-roundedness."
discoveries."
Interested students are asked to
Rules and official entry forms are
send a stamped, self-addressed
available from the World of Poetry,
envelope to "Application,"
2431 Stockton, Dept. B, Sacramento,
Scholastic All-American, AdCalifornia 95817.
ministrative Offices, P.O. Box 237,

$10,000 Poetry
Contest for Students

The Future of KUPS Up in Air
Continued From Page One
the Budget Committee's view of proper operating costs, KUPS's budget
would be around $20,000.
The differences between these
th ree proposals are the methods of
aying for the power increase. One
ethod included a proposal to the
Enrichment Committee, one included the aquisition of a loan to spread
the costs of the increase over several
1 years, and the last resort proposal indudes the power increase as a part
of the operating costs.
Doug Weisbart believes this group
of choices are the only realistic
alternatives. He says, "we simply

The final proposal eliminates the
station immediately.
Thus, the two major issues are the
need for a consultant and the standard question of whether the station
provides enough benefits to the
campus to justify its cost. The first
issue will be decided by the
Trustees. Should they require a consultant without including a budget
allocation from the University to
pay the fee, then ASUPS will probably terminate the radio station.
The second issue is difficult to
answer because it involves a personal evaluation. KUPS ran a phone
survey in which 98 percent of those
students contacted approved of the
power increase. The results are
disputed for the obvious reason:
KUPS conducted the survey. The
best way to help the senate decide
whether KUPS is worth its cost is to
contact your senate liaison officer.

can't afford to hire a consultant and
to discontinue the station would
result in a loss of over $30,000 in
radio equipment." He feels that
KUPS provides a worthwhile service
and "would like to see it continued."
The Enrichment Proposal idea was
the preferred choice of most student
leaders. It did not pass the Enrichment Board; however, because of
this action, most people now favor
the acquisition of a loan.
The final proposals eliminate
KUPS. One covers the operating
costs but not the power increase.
This would phase the station out in a
couple of years.

Tru-Art Frame Co.
Picture frames, glass, maftings.
10% discount to UPS

2609 6th Ave. Ph. 572-7972

South Tacoma Way and "M"

`Specializing in Guitars'

NATUROPATHIC
MEDICINE
Blends Both
Modern and
Ancient Natural
Healing Traditions

TYPING
Term Papers/Thesis
Dissertations/Reports
Manuscripts/Resumes

Rigorous four-year
resident program
leads to N.D. degree
and eligibility for state

All Martin, Gibson Fender, D'Addario,
2710 6th Ave.
guitar strings 2 for .1
272-75
.14j

John Bastyr College licensing as a
of Naturopathic naturopathic
Medicine physician.
1408 N.E. 45th Write for free brochure or
Seattle, WA 98105 send $2.00 for complete
(206) 632-0165 catalog.
■•■■■••■■

FAST & ACCURATE
Pickup/delivery available
Computerized typing
ish
Word processing

927-7935
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Special Pullout Section
Environmental Hazards of Nuclear Power
...and the Potential Hazards Without It
[Editor's note: This is the seventh and
final article the Trail has published
this year concerning the energy
dilemmas of America. Since the article is quite lengthy and stands on its
own, we have designed the layout so
that these four pages may be kept
for future reading and reference.]
COMMENTARY
By Bill Dienst
Nuclear power has some inherent
environmental risks. There's really
no doubt that some of these risks are
real, but they are the price that a
society such as ours must pay if we
continue to demand 3% more electricity every year. Even if we say no
to Nuclear Power, our major alternate sources for the next twenty
years are not necessarily better for
the environment. In cases of continued growth in electrical usage,
they may even be worse. Nevertheless, their implimentation would
probably be mandatory. Currently,
the "big four" sources for electrical
energy are oil, natural gas, coal and
nuclear power. Oil and natural gas
produce about two-thirds of our
electricity, but further utilization of
these resources is dubious. Oil and
gas are in short supply, so their major environmental risks are indirect;
that is, the most serious hazard that
their excessive use presents is international warfare. The super powers
could become locked into a confrontation over Mideast oil, or the
resource poor countries of the Third
World could become even more
dissatisfied and find more reason to
resort to uranium and nuclear
weapons.
In contrast, coal and nuclear electricity present more direct threats to
the environment. Coal's problems
tend to be chronic and steady, while
nuclear hazards to the general
public are infrequent, yet
devastating, if major accidents do
Occur

Even if we say no to Nuclear
Power, our major alternate
sources for the next twenty
years are not necessarily better
for the environment.
Since the Three Mile Island accident during March of '79, the risks of
nuclear power have become the
most controversial topic of the
energy crisis. Since then, talk of new
reactors has been put on the back
burner in most states (except
Washington), and utilities have met
growing demand by building more
coal-fired power plants as a
substitute. At the same time, oil and
natural gas are still used inefficiently to produce most of our electricity.
Because of entropy, the second law
of thermodynamics, more work or
usable heat can be obtained from oil
and gas through direct utilization,
(i.e. through internal combustion
engines or stoves). Hence, coal and

nuclear power are better options for
electricity, since for the most part,
they cannot be utilized many other
ways. (It would be too dangerous to
have nuclear powered automobiles,
and coal home heating in a city
tends to be messy, killing a lot of
people.)
Granted, there are also other ways
to increase electricity. The cheapest
alternative is more efficient use of
the electricity we have now. Implementation of solar
water — heating techniques could
greatly reduce home electrical use.
Other future options for increasing
the wattage are geothermal
powered, wind powered, and various
forms of solar powered electricity.
But even as these options gain
popularity, the fact remains that
they currently provide us with less
than one percent of our needs
(hydroelectric not included). It will
take at least thirty years for them to
supply more than thirty percent of
our future electricity. Eventually,
these traditional power plants will
have to be replaced. As we will see
later in this essay, the sooner the better. During the next twenty years, a
substantial chunk of the total electrical output will come from coal, or
nuclear, or both.
This article will look at the risks of
nuclear power, but it will not examine these risks in a vacuum. Unfortunately, talking about nuclear
power plant risks as if there were no
comparable risks in further use of
coal, oil, and gas, has been the
popular apporoach of the antinuclear ad hoc advocate. Rhetoric
of this kind is dangerous because it
fails to recognize also the serious
hazards of increasing coal use or of
worsening the world's oil and gas
supply. The price of such shortsighted negativism may turn out to
be even more of a foul future environment. This essay will attempt a
more balanced assessment of risks in
the hopes that we can avoid overregulating one hazard at the expense
of others.
The risks of nuclear power can be
summarized into three distinct
headings:
Normal maintenance and waste
disposal,
Serious accidents, and
Proliferation of nuclear
weapons.
These three headings will be the
outline to which the remainder of
this essay is addressed, and the
backbone to which coal, oil and gas
hazards are compared.

Normal Maintenance and
Waste Disposal
Radiation leakage to the environment is the single ultimate preventive concern of maintaining a
nuclear power plant. The same is

true for waste disposal. As far as the
past record is concerned, nuclear
pollution has been much less harmful to the public than coal pollution.
Right now, nuclear power plants are
the seventh leading cause of radiation exposure to the average
American, contributing about onetenth of one per cent to the
American's exposure to radiation. A
coal power plant of similar size
emits slightly more radiation to the
outside than a nuclear plant,
because radioactive polonium and
radon escape freely from the
smokestack as coal is burned.
But the' main reason coal plants
have been more dangerous stems
from other forms of pollution. First
of all, coal plants emit sulfuric oxides which combine with water in
the atmosphere to form acid rain.
Coal electric plants are presently the
leading cause of acid rain. It has

Courtesy of
Scientific American

already made lakes in New England
downwind from coal plants in the
Midwest uninhabitable for fish.
Sulfuric acid is also corrosive to the
lungs. The problem has become so
bad in some of Canada's eastern provinces that Canada has already considered suing the U.S. for damage.
Coal power plants also emit
chemical carcinogens like benzopyrene. the major cancer causing
agent in cigarette smoke. Although
it is true that the carcinogenic effects of radiation are not fully
understood, it is also true that the effects of most chemical carcinogens
are understood even less. An
average 1000-megawatt coal plant
will also emit as much smog as
200,000 automobiles as well as

about 30 pounds of particulate matter per second. C. L. Comar and L. A.
Sagan have calculated that a coal
plant will cause an average of 5 - 70
times as many deaths (both immediate and latent) as a nuclear
power plant, with an assessment of
serious accidents included. (See
figure 1)
Compared to the other forms of
pollution from coal, the harmful effects due to leakage of radiation
from coal and nuclear power plants
combined have been insignificant.
Data about the latent cancer effects
caused by acute high level exposure
to radiation have been quantified
(e.g. at Hiroshima and Nagasaki).
Forecasters have then used the
"linearity hypothesis" to predict the
hazardous effects of the extra
chronic, low level radiation caused
be nuclear and coal plants. This
hypothesis assumes that long-term
low level and short term high level
exposure to the same amount of
radiation have the same effect. By
these accounts, forecasters expect
nuclear and coal radiation to cause
less than one extra death per
1000-megawatt reactor every year. It
may be further added that the
linearity hypothesis is most likely an
overestimation for chronic low level
exposure. G,Ioe*icists have observed
that bacteria cells have corrective
mechanisms which can repair genes
that are damaged by radiation so
that chronic low level exposure
tends to give the cells more time to
repair themselves. It is very likely
that higher organisms like man have
similar repair mechanisms, and
hence, a dose of radiation should
have less cancer-causing effects if it
is received over a longer time interval.
Another problem of coal which is
shared by any other type of fossil
fuel is the increase of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere. Many scintists
believe that as the concentration of
CO2 in the atmosphere increases, the
average temperature of the earth's
surface will rise due to a greenhouse
effect. Among other predictions, the
polar ice caps could start to melt
and cities like Miami, New Orleans,
and Amsterdam would become completely submerged. Coal power
plants are the biggest single source
contributors to the CO2 problem; the
average 1000-megawatt coal plant
releases 600 pounds of CO? into the
atmosphere each second.
If we use too much coal and wood
for energy, there could be one absurd future solution forthe too large
quantity of CO2 in the air. Five thousand megawatt nuclear reactors
could be constructed in the next
century that would devote all their
energy toward removing CO2 from
the air. On hindsight, this would be
a catastrophic waste of energy, and
a needless risk.

Please Turn the Page

Nuclear Acccidents...
Continued from Preceding Page
One hazard that coal plants do
not have to worry about is high level
waste disposal. Disposal of such
wastes must be managed effectively
for thousands of years. There have
been many previous efforts to find a
solution to disposal of high level
wastes, but most, such as disposal in
the polar ice caps, sea disposal, or
rocket ejection have been judged as
unsafe. The most plausible current
proposal suggests burying these
wastes in geologically stable salt formations after crystalization in glass.
According to author Bernard Cohen
in Scientific Amer!'6an, June '77,
seven thousandths of a square
kilometer would be needed to store
the hight level wastes for 1981. If we
were to use nuclear power to meet
all future electric growth at 3 percent per year, we would need an
area of about 18.6 square kilometers
to safely store all high level wastes
generated by commercial nuclear
reactors during this interim, an area
about 11 times as big as the UPS
campus. The salt mines used would
have to be unaffected by major
earthquakes for over one thousand
Years.
Current stockpiled wastes woulc
also have to be disposed of in a
smaller area. However, here, it is important to note that well over half of
our present wastes are from military
development of nuclear weapons.
If gradual seepage of high level
wastes disposed in salt due to earthquakes or gradual leaking did occur,
the only likely serious problem
would be ingestion. Plutonium and
strontium radionucleutides, which
comprise about 18 percent and 2
percent of the total wastes respectively, would be the most serious ingestion hazards because they have
chemical properties similar to
calcium, and hence, are taken up in
the bones. If dumped into a river,
they can become highly concen-

•rated through the food chain. One
advantage of reprocessing is that the
plutonium would not be disposed of
as waste. Instead, it could be
separated from the other wastes,
and used as reactor fuel. This would
minimize the overall risks of waste,
but it could also increase the risks of
nuclear proliferation. This latter
issue will be discussed later. The
disposal of high level radioactive
wastes is a serious problem, but its
potential seriousness is not unprecendented when compared with
the more direct inevitable pollution
from using coal instead.

Serious Accidents
The pollution caused by coal is
steady and reliable. In contrast, a
serious reactor accident would be
swift and abrupt if it ever occurred.
Of course, such an accident has
never occurred. Because of this, it is
very difficult to calculate the probability of such an accident occurring,
or the exact magnitude of its resultant devastation. Nevertheless, efforts to quantify these risks have
been made.
One logic behind such risk
assessments is to map out pathways
of succeeding events that would
lead to a serious accident, and then
assign a probability for each interim
event based on past experience. (See
figure 2) Multiplying the probabilities for each interim event in a given
accident sequence should then give
the overall probability of the accident. However, assigning accurate
probabilities for each interim event
is difficult, because our past experience during 25 years of reactor
operation with the system failures is
statistically inadequate. Another
variable which is difficult to pin
down is the competency of the
human operators in each reactor.
However, all serious reactor accidents would have one event in
common: breachment of the con-
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tainment building and the reactor
vessel inside of it. The containment
building is the insignificant-looking
dome which is adjacent to the
ominous-looking (but harmless) cooling tower. Most requirements for insuring the safety of a reactor involve
maintaining the integrity of the containment building. The Nuclear
Regulatory Commission subjects the
containment buildings of new reactors to such stringent requirements;
for instance, these buildings are
built to withstand the impact caused
by the direct collision from an
airliner. In addition, floods and
earthquakes are anticipated, while
steam explosions that could result
from an overheated reactor core are
also taken into account. The containment building at Trojan is
designed with such specifications in
mind. Its walls are 31/2 feet thick and
reinforced with a steel lining 7mm
thick. The reactor vessel inside is
constructed with steel 8 to 10 inches
thick. The containment structure has
been tested to withstand internal
pressures of almost 5 atmospheres,
as well as earthquakes of 9.0 on the
Richter scale.
Yet there is one plausible event
which might not be containable: the
melt-down. A melt-down would be
preceded by a loss of coolant accident, where the water which removed heat from the reactor core would
leak out, and the core would
become overheated. Next, the auxilary coolant system would then
have to fail. Another way in which
melt-down could occur is if the control rods did not insert into the core
enough to stop the reaction after a
loss of coolant accident. In either
case, the core could become hot
enough to melt through the reactor
vessel, and down through the floor
of the containment building. According to the Rasmussen Report, which
has been the most comprehensive
attempt to quantify the probabilities
of reactor accidents, if there were
twice as many reactors as present in
this country, the probability of a
meltdown would be about once
every 120 years.
A melt down would cripple a
nuclear power plant permanently,
resulting in an economic fiasco, and
a site on the earth which would have
to be quarantined for thousands of
years. But, it would not necessarily
mean serious radiation exposure to
the public. The overheated core
would have to interact with
underground water, which could
then have to reach the outside environment. For reasons that are
beyond the scope of my understanding, the Rasmussen study predicted
the chance of this occurring to be
about once every six melt-downs.
The Rasmussen study estimates that
if we had twice as many reactors as
present, a serious reactor accident in
which one half to one third of the
total radiation was released would
occur every 700 years. About 5,000
people would die from cancer during a period of 30 years after the accident. This would be a serious toll,
but for comparison, at least nine
million people would also die from

cancer in the U.S. from other causes
during the same 30-year perios.
In addition, at least an equivalent
amount of people would have died
from the normal operation of coal
plants during the same 30 year interim given our present level of coal
use.
The most serious reactor accident
possible would release about 300
million times the amount of radiation that was released at Three Mile
Island in March '79. The TMI accident, which is the most serious accident in history, can be attributed
primarily to human error which exacerbated an otherwise routine
breakdown. (See figure 3)
The problem started when the
pumps for the secondary coolant
loop, which drives the generator,
failed. As a result, the primary loop,
which goes through the reactor core,
could no longer remove heat. The
auxiliary pumps in the secondary
loop were turned on automatically,
but a valve within the auxiliary pipes
which is closed during maintenance
operations, had been left closed
(First Human Error). The control rods
were inserted and the nuclear reactor wound down. During the next
eight minutes, however, while the
blocked valve in the secondary loop
was undiscovered, the water in the
primary loop overheated. The
pressure increased steadily until a
pressure relief valve opened
Unknown to the operators for 21/2
hours, the pressure relief valve then
failed to close once the pressure was
reduced. The automatic core cooling system then turned itself on, but
the operators were led into believing
that there was too much water in the
system instead of too little, and
reacted by turning off the emergency core cooling system (Second
Human Error).
The water in the primary loop
soon boiled dry, and the core was
left uncovered for several hours
whence it overheated. During this
period of elevated temperatures, a
hydrogen bubble was formed via an
oxidation-reduction reaction between water vapor and the zicronium
cladding which encases the fuel
rods. At the time, there was a widely
publicized concern that this
hydrogen bubble could react explosively with oxygen and perhaps
rupture the containment building.
We now know that such an explosion did occur about 91/2 hours into
the accident, but there was not
enough hydrogen to do any damage
to the containment building.
As far as TMI is concerned, the
question which I have not resolved
(but could be resolved by a few
physical chemists given sufficient
data) is: How hot would the core of
the reactor have to have been to
form enough hydrogen which would
be capable of exploding through 31/2
feet of steel reinforced concrete?
This would give an understanding of
whether a TMI type accident could
be serious to the public or not.
The TMI accident itself was over
16 hours after it began, but the
cleanup is now into its third year.
The plant has been inoperable ever
.

or Nuclear Proliferation?
since, and it is expected to remain so
for at least another year. Hence, the
worst consequence from the TMI accident has been the cleanup costs.
According to the linearity
hypothesis, the total amount of
radiation released to the environment should cause about one latent
cancer during the next 30-40 years.

Nuclear Proliferation
There is one single disaster which
would make the worst reactor accident seem small by comparison:
War; in particular, Nuclear War. This
brings us to the third and final potential hazard of Nuclear Power.
The light water reactors which are
now used in this country produce
plutonium. But without reprocessing, the plutonium in spent fuel rods
is not concentrated enough to be
made into a bomb. Because of this,
former President Carter stopped the
development of reprocessing plants
and breeder reactors even though he
was in favor of conventional LWR
nuclear power, because reprocessing and the breeder-reactor produce
plutonium in concentrations that are
suitable for making a bomb.
From a techinical standpoint, confiscation of concentrated plutonium
would make it easier for a foreign
country to make a bomb, but it is
doubtful that any terrorist organization could accomplish such a feat.
Small fission bombs can be made
from about 50 pounds of reprocessed plutonium, or from highly enriched Uranium-235 (93 percent as compared to 3 percent for reactor fuel).
As mentioned in a report by the Ford
Foundation, the highly enriched
Uranium bomb is techinically easier
to construct than the Plutoniim
bomb, because creating the critical

mass necessary to start the explosion is easier. For instance, the
Hiroshima bomb was of the Uranium
design. Plutonium bombs are apparently more difficult to construct.
Uranium is never enriched enough
to be made into a bomb during the
commericial fuel cycle, so the terrorists would have to master the
more difficult design. Commercially
produced plutonium is even more
difficult to make into a bomb than
the plutonium produced from
military reactors, because spent fuel
rods have been kept in the light
water reactor longer, and a higher
percentage of Pu-240 is formed,
which poisons the effectiveness of
Plutonium-239. The first small
bombs designed by the Manhattan
project weighed about the same as a
Ford station wagon. Bombs today
are much smaller but they have
been the result of over 30 years of
weapons technology. As a result, a
hypothetical terrorist-produced
bomb would probably have to be
transported to its detonation site in
an 18 wheel semi or be detonated at
the site where it was constructed
The capital involved in making a
miniature "Los Alamos laboratory"
in a basement would also be
tremondous, probably much more
expensive than a miniature
reprocessing plant.
Proliferation of nuclear weapons
by more countries is a more serious
issue. India has already exploded her
first nuclear devise on May 18, 1974
using an atomic plant built by the
U.S., fuel supplied from Canada, and
a reprocessing plant that they built
herself. Any country with a team of
nuclear engineers, detonation experts, and electrical engineers could
assemble a bomb given ample sup.

plies and capital. South Africa is also
now believed to have enriched its
own domestic reserves of uranium
to produce a Uranium bomb. In both
these cases however, weapons can
be produced regardless of what U.S.
domestic policy on nuclear energy
is.
Other serious contributors to
Nuclear Proliferation which U.S.
foreign and domestic policies may
be better able to control are often
not discussed in the course of a
nuclear power debate. The first is
"vertical proliferation," that is, the
stockpiling of nuclear weapons by
the already established superpowers. The Nonproliferation Treaty, which is designed to prevent the
"horizontal" spread of nuclear
weapons to new countries was signed by the superpowers with the written understanding that they would
limit, and eventually reduce their
nuclear arsenals. So far, this part of
the agreement has been a total
failure; hence, non-nuclear nations
cannot realistically be expected to
hold up their end of the deal.
The second alternated concern
which is relevant to nuclear proliferation and world peace is our
continued importation of oil, which
currently supplies 35% of our total
oil reserves. Why is a reduction in oil
use so important? Specifically,
world security depends on it. The
world supply of oil is beginning to
run out. Forecasters currently
predict a peak in annual world production of oil during 1995. (See
figure 4) By 2050, most of the remaining oil reserves will be gone.
Some forecasters even think that we
might not be able to produce any
more oil after 2010, because it could
take more energy to extract oil out

of the ground than the energy which
would be recovered from the extracted oil. Hence, by this time further drilling may be futile.
World conservation of oil is a
must for world peace because oil is
already the most strategic resource
in the world today. Right now, the
First and Second Worlds need oil to
maintain their economies, and the
non-oil producing Third World (i.e.
the Fourth World) needs access to
some oil in order to make modest
gains in development.
Fortunately for us, growth in oil
consumption has virtually stopped.
During the last two years, our annual
consumption of oil has even gone
down somewhat. Unfortunately for
the world, however, annual world
consumption is still climbing at an
alarming rate: Nearly 4 percent per
year, doubling every 18 years. Of
course, the consumption rate for the
world's oil will never double again
Instead, world oil prices will continue to climb, and the have-not nations will be able to afford less.
At the same time, the U.S.,
Europe, and Japan must reduce their
appetite for world oil even more.
The premium prices that are paid on
the world market must become
regulated by even more of an elastic
demand. Otherwise, world oil prices
will continue to climb rapidly. OPEC
has no choice but to raise prices in
order to protect the longetivity of
their resources. As world oil
becomes more expensive, the poor
countries of the Fourth World will
have even less of a chance for
development. At the same time, the
Industrial Giants will lose too much
capital to the OPEC countries
through oil purchases, and will be
less willing to give foreign aid to
.
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Nuclear Power:
just How Dangerous?
starving peop e in t e poor countries. Already in a country like Sri
Lanka, the rise in the international
price of oil from $2.50 per barrel to
over $40 per barrel, has reduced the
modest standard of living for many
Sri Lankans back to subsistence
levels. As oil becomes more expensive, many people in poor countries
will see their chances for life
without hunger slipping, perhaps
forever.
Over-reliance on oil can contribute to Nuclear Proliferation by
giving non-nuclear countries the
economic and political incentive to
produce bombs. As the price of oil
rises, nuclear reactors will become
gradually more plausible for poorer
countries. Some of these countries
will also try to develop nuclear
weapons, because the capability to
wreak international havoc can give a
country clout, so that their concerns
are more readily heard through international organizations like the U.N.
Notice, for example, the one common feature which is shared among
all five members of the U.N. Security
Council: The ability to deploy
nuclear weapons.
Another danger in continued
usage of oil is that the Soviet Union
and her allies will soon become net
importers of oil (1985 by one CIA
estimate). As East and West begin to
compete for Mideast oil, we will
have even more dismal chances for
world peace. When he came to UPS,
Daniel Ellsberg illustrated this by
arguing that we could not contain
Soviet expansion into Iran without
nuclear weapons.
According to Fetter and Tsipis,
(Sci. Am.April, 1981), a one megaton
nuclear bomb, which is relatively
small by today's standards, would initially release one thousand times
more radioactivity than the worst
possible reactor accident. In addi-

FIGURE 4

tion, t e war ea • wou • eave about
20,000 square miles uninhabitable
for a month, not to mention the
millions of deaths that could be
caused by the explosion. For comparison, the worst reactor accident
would leave about 1,800 square
miles uninhabitable for a month, but
the area right around the reactor site
would be uninhabitable for a longer
period of time than for a bomb explosion site.
Together, the U.S. and U.S.S.R.
have over 20,000 nuclear warheads
stockpiled. Both countries also have
together only about 100 nuclear
reactors and few if any operating
reprocessing plants for electric
power reactors (the U.S. presently
has none). In the context of these
respective hazards and their respective numbers, one might well
wonder if happen to have our
priorities screwed up with regard to
our environmental concerns.
The environmental hazards of
nuclear war which are presented by
an overdependence of oil will be
with us for a long time. However, the
more we conserve oil, the less of a
burden these international problems
will be. One major contribution
towards oil is to stop burning so
much of it to produce electricity. Instead, this electricity demand could
eventually met through coal,
nuclear, geothermal, tidal, and solar
substitutes. This would be a major
contribution toward reducing world
tensions. For instance, if we did not
use oil to produce over one-half of
our present electricity, the U.S.
would be totally self-sufficient on
oil right now.
Oil is presently essential for
transportation. In the future, as oil
runs out, the only conceivable alternative power source for transportation is electricity. Because of this,
building nuclear and coal power
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plants now to replace oil-powered
electric generators might reduce the
need to build even more reactors
and coal plants in the long run, since
oil is consumed more efficiently in
internal combustion engines.

Conclusion
This essay has not attempted to
show that nuclear reactors are
perfectly safe. They are not. Instead,
it has attempted to cast doubt on
the Utopian assumption that an
over-reliance on all of our present
alternatives, which could result from
omitting nuclear power, would be
safer. Admittedly, solar, geothermal,
and tidal technologies were not fully
analyzed in this essay. Perhaps
Nuclear Fusion will someday be able
to produce electricity that is safer
than Nuclear Fission.
Nevertheless, you can be certain
that in the next 30 years, there will
be a continual gap in electricity de-

mand that will need to be filled by
using coal, oil, gas, and uranium. If
we want to minimize our consumption of these resources, we must
take responsibility over our actions.
Each one of us should conserve,
especially where it is economical to
do so. Conservation should be stressed as a patriotic action toward world
peace.
How should the remaining electric
gap be proportioned through the use
of coal, gas, oil, and uranium during
the next quarter century? Your guess
is as good as mine. However, the
best answers to this question will
come from responsible public
leadership supported by a balanced,
educated public. In this regard, both
of the emotionally charged extremist views abouth nuclear power
(i.e. "Nuclear Power is perfectly
safe" vs. "Absolutely No Nukes") are
irrationaly, absurd, and dangerous.

Bill Dienst is a senior majoring in biology and is the recepient of
the Allenmore Medical Foundation Scholarship.
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State Budget Cuts Harm Cultural Programs
Proposed state and federal cuts in
the Washington State Arts Commission budget could mean a $750,000
loss to arts organizations statewide
in the coming biennium, according
to information released by the Arts
Commission in Olympia in March.
Commission Executive Director
Michael A. Croman said the potential shortfall could mean a loss of
$3.5 million to the arts in
Washington State over the next two
years. "Every grants dollar the commission gives out has traditionally
brought over $5 to the arts organizations," Croman said. "So we know
the loss to the arts organizations will
include matching funds that normally come from business and private
contributions."

Croman said his view was opposed to the Reagan
Administration's contention that
business donations could take up
the slack. "Much of the state and
federal money in the proposed
reductions has been used for
challenge grants," he said. "The arts
groups have used these funds to
prime the private pump, without it
the well goes dry-at least partly," he
added.
The budget cuts Croman referred
to come ^ several forms. The state
budget proposal currently before
the legislature cuts service $331,000
(15.7 percent) due to inflation. At the
federal level the Reagan Administration has proposed a 50 percent
reduction in the National Endow-

ment for the Arts (NEA). National Endowment funds make up $890,000 of
the state commission's $2.1 million
biennial budget, so the 50 percent
reduction would cut another
$445,000. This could mean a total
reduction ofmore than $750,000 during the 1981-83 biennium.
The 50 percent slash proposed for
NEA funds will also apply to grants
given by the federal agency directly
to many of the non-profit arts
organizations. One of the main effects will be on touring, Croman explained. Along with the other reductions, "the result might well be a
complete end to touring in
Washington State," he said.
"Outside of their home cities,
chiefly Seattle and Spokane, the

symphonies and theatres would
simply cease to exist. Hundreds of
thousands of people who now see
shows or concerts on tour will be cut
off," Croman said.
Croman said he was particularly
frustrated by the present budget
situation because recent commission research shows that the nonprofit arts in Washington State are
definitely not a "frill." The commission study shows that the $30 million
expended annually by the state's
non-profit organizations results in a
$90 million economic impact and
about $3 million per year in state
taxes. Croman said that tax figure
was about twice what the state currently puts out yearly to support the
arts.

Foreign Language Deficiencies Hurt America
Continued from Page Two
100,000 jobs were lost to foreign nationals last year because Americans
couldn't speak foreign languages.
Thanks to our education system, we
may have the best-trained personnel,
but the simple analysis shows that
we can't communicate with others,
our training goes for naught.
It's estimated that 15% of inflation in 1979 was caused by our
over-$28 billion balance of trade
deficit. Congressman Paul Simon
from Illinois says a major reason
that our exports don't balance our
increasing imports is that Americans
can't persuade foreigners to buy
their products.
Neither can we purchase language
skills aid intercultural knowledge as
we need therm With the rapid-fire
talk and signals used when
negotiating a contract, an American
has the distinct advantage fo having
to rely upon an interpreter while the
other bargainers are usually able to
understand each other.
There is also a political need for
foreign languages. Unless we understand other languages and cultures,
we cannot communicate with our
allies, analyze potential foes, or earn
the trust and sympathy of the uncommitted nations. For example,
when the Viet Nam War broke out,
we did not have a single American
specialist on Viet Nam, Cambodia,
or Laos in any American university
or in the State Department - no one
spoke the language or understood
the environment. Congressman
Simon noted that "If we'd have had
ten academicians or people who
understood Viet Nam, we might
have saved 50,000 American lives
and hundreds of billions of dollars."
In the case of El Salvador, we are
lucky to have people who unders-
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tand the culture, such as former U.S.
Ambassador Robert White, who tells
us that "U.S. military intervention in
El Salvador is a grave mistake." Now
we just have to be wise enough to
heed the advice.
In our relations with other countries, however, we have not been so
lucky. For example, only 6 of 60
American diplomats in Iran could
speak the local language, and only
two of the remaining staff were
fluent at the time the hostages were
taken. Who knows how much of the
crisis might have been averted had
our officers been able to understand
and communicate with the Iranians?
Okay, so we have this problem
that is "scandaleux!" What can we
do about it, and how can we bring
about the change? A good starting
place would be to have the government put our money where its
mouth is - the International Education Act of 1966 has never been
funded. The Presidential commission has suggested a $180 million annual investment. That would reap
benefits far beyond the costs, yet
nothing has been done to reverse the
downward trend of funding foreign
language.

What we need is a national
realization of the importance of
foreign language as the key to
unlock the mysteries of other
cultures. Once this is achieved, we
can start specific, logical efforts to
solve the problem, such as restoring
language requirements in both high
schools and colleges. We can also
set up a national network of centers
for langeuage and international
studies to teach anyone from
students to businessmen. Then we
can choose the best qualified person
for governmental and international
business positions, instead of having
to select from a few who happen to
speak foreign languages.
In teaching languages, we need to
go beyond just the few popular ones.
There is also great importance in
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Hungarian, Polish, and Russian.
We must also start our children
learning before high school age - the
younger they start, the easier it is to
learn, and the language is learned
better. Then at last, Americans can
become "true citizens of the world."
After all, if you were travelling
through France and someone came
up to you and said "Voulez-vous

For those students interested in
applying for Fulbright Fellowships
for Graduate Study Abroad next fall
(Grants for academic year, 1982-83),
there will be a meeting of prospective candidates and faculty
Fulbright Committee members in
Library 217, ".Monday, May 4, 1981, at
3:00.
In most cases applicants must be
U.S. citizens, must hold a Bachelor's
degree prior to the commencement
of the grant, and should be proficient in the language of the host
country. Candidates in the creative
and performing arts need not have
completed the Bachelor's degree,
but must have four years of professional study or equivalent experience.

DRIVE-IN
1201 DIVISION AVE.

'AUTOS FOR SALE'

TACOMA

SURPLUS VEHICLES
Pick-up
Sedan
Station Wagon
Limosine
Above vehicles were in good condition.
For information on vehicle bargains in
your area, call 602-941-8014 Ext. 7642.

Our shop offers a complete
line of touring and racing
accessories.

coucher avec moi?" - which means,
colloquially, "Would you like to
sleep with me?" - you'd probably
want to know what to say.

Inv. Value at
$2,280
2,602
2,820
7,460

Sold For
$427
975
261
605

r."-IMMIGRATiON
ADVICE

CALL BR 2-6843
or BR 2-4800
and PICK UP

juicy beefburgers

ELEANOR C. HOAGUE
ATTORNEY ABOGADA

golden french fries

BART KLEIN

"A shop for
cyclists run
by cyclists."

Spring Tune Ups! $14.95
5% discount with UPS ID
2711 6th Avenue

ATTORNEY

210 NEW ENGLAND BLDG.
219 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98104 EE. UU.

Caul Be Beat

I

CALL FOR TACOMA INTERVIEW

DELICIOUS MALTS

(206) 621-8777
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Tenor, Harpist Join
For Unique Recital
Works for voice and harp by
modern British composer Benjamin
Britten highlight a University of
Puget Sound faculty recital Saturday, May 2.
Tenor Thomas Goleeke and harpist Sylvia McClain perform Britten's
"A Birthday Hansel," which was

CTA Applications
Available for
Teaching Aides
Applications are now being accepted for 1981-82 Teaching
Assistantships in the Department of
Communication & Theatre Arts.
There are several positions
available. Majors and minor s in the
department are particularly encouraged, but other students with
background or experience in department courses are also invited to apply. Application forms are available
in Jones 321. Deadline for completed applications is May 5th.

commissioned by Queen Mother's
75th birthday. Also on the program
are Britten's "Death of St.
Narcissus" and Harper's songs by
Franz Shubert.
Goleeke, professor of voice at
UPS for 12 years, has appeared with
the Oregon, Tacoma and Spokane
symphonies. In December he makes
his first appearance with the Northwest Chamber Orhchestra. This summer he appears as soloist at the
Carmel (Calif.) Bach Festival and the
American Symposium for Choral
Music.
Sylvie McClain formerly was harpist of the Birmingham (Ala.) Symphony and the Blossom Festival
School of the Cleveland Orchestra.
An honors graduate of BirminghamSouthern College, she placed second
in the national competition of the
American Harp Society and third in
the Young Artist's Auditions of the
Musicians Club of New York.
The free concert will be held at 8
pm at the Jacobsen Recital Hall in
the UPS Music Building.

University of Puget Sound

Summer Session
1981
June 15-August 14
Discover the advantages of attending
summer session .
A chance to catch up on missed credits ...
A chance to take courses you have not been able to squeeze
into your schedule ...
A chance to pick up prerequisites for courses you plan to
take next year .
A chance to take a core course — The Summer Session
schedule includes courses in every Core area ...
A chance to work and go to school — Summer Session
provides short, intensive courses as well as many evening
courses ...
Registration for summer session begins on May 4. You may register for
classes up to and on the first day of any particular class.
Tuition in summer session is on a per unit basis: $395 for one unit;
$790 for two units. Since students who enroll for three units receive
one-half unit without cost, tuition for three units is $ 988.

Sylvia McClain (left) will be playing harp and Thomas Goleeke will be
appearing at a faculty recital on May 2. Public is invited.

Jazz Workshop Next
Weekend for Musicians
Internationally known jazz musi- and teachers of jazz. He will stress
cian, composer and educator Jamey aspects of jazz essential to good imAebersold conducts a jazz im- provisation, such as training the ear,
provisation workshop May 1 and 2 at creating melodies, developing ideas
and mastering chord and scale prothe University of Puget Sound.
Aebersold, who plays saxophone, gression. Participants should bring
piano, and bass, has produced 22 their own instruments.
To reserve a place in the
books/record sets which enable
students to learn how to improvise workshop, co-sponsored by the
by playing along with leading jazz University of Puget Sound of Music
and Ted Brown Music, Tacoma. Parartists.
His jazz workshops have taken ticipants may pre-register through
Aebersold from his home in southern April 30. Regular registration begins
Indiana across the United States at 12:30, Friday, May 1. Workshop
and, for the past three years, to sessions will be held Friday from 1 to
Australia and New Zealand, where 5 pm and Saturday from 9 am to 5
he participated in jazz clinics in pm at McIntyre Hall on the UPS
campus.
several cities.
Fees for the two-day workshop are
Aebersold is one of the world's
foremost jazz experts. He holds $32.50 for teachers who want to earn
bachelor's and master's degrees in academic credit; $20.00 for teachers
music from Indiana University and not earning credit; $10.00 for
has taught in junior and senior high students; and $50.00 for a teacher
schools and several colleges. and ten students registering together
His improvisation workshop at the ($5.00 for each additional student.)
For pre-registration and additional
University of Puget Sound — his only
Northwest appearance — is intended I information call 756-3253.
for high school and college students

KUPS TOP TEN
Phil Collins, Face Value
J.J. Cale, Shades
Eric Clapton, Another Ticket
Billy & the Beaters, Billy & the Beaters
Shot in the Dark, Shot in the Dark
Jeff Lorber Fusion, Galaxian
Phoebe Snow, Rock Away
Buddy Rich Band, Buddy Rich Band
Fleetwood Mac, Live
Casiopea, Eyes of the Mind

The Romero Brothers to Appear April 24 1981 Page 13
with Tacoma Symphony Orchestra Tonight
Pepe and Angel Romero, two of
the most exciting classical guitarists
to appear before the concert-going
public, will join the Tacoma Symphony April 24th for the Orchestra's
last in the 1980-81 series of
admission-free concerts.

Angelo Romero

The brothers first gained international acclaim as members of the
celebrated Romeros Quartet which
include brother Celin and Father
Celedonio. Now they are known as
featured soloists as well as for their
duo performances with other family
members.
The polished talent of Angel and
Pepe Romero is the direct result of
the musical education recieved from
their father who began teaching his
sons when they were scarcely threejust old enough to hold a guitar. The
brothers remained dedicated
students and the three brothers and
their father were acclaimed in Spain
long before they came from Malaga
to America to settle in 1959.
In 1961 they began what was to be
the first of many successive soldout
coast-to-coast tours of this continent. Since then, praise from the
critics and the public during
numerous European tours has
equalled the Romeros' countless
successes here. They have been
engaged by most of America's
leading symphonic ensembles and
have captured the hearts of the
younger generation at major universities and colleges. On March 7,
1978, they were honored to perform
by special invitation at the White
House following a state dinner given

by President and Mrs. Carter honoring President Tito of Yugoslavia.
Critics across the country have
cited Angel and Pepe's talents with
enthusiasm. The Los Angeles Times
declared that Angel "excited
unreserved admiration for his
disciplined, incisive rhythm, his
authority, surety and taste." Of a
solo concert, the Washington Evening Star declared that Pepe "electrified the audience. He is a supreme
technician. The individual
movements of his right hand fingers
produces a clean, strong attack on
every note. It's something to see, but
you can only see it in slow passages.
The rest of the time it is hopelesslike trying to watch the wing beats of
a hummingbird."
Recordings by the Romeros are
available on Phillips, Mercury and
Angel Records.
Included in the April 24th program are Dialogos for Guitar and Orchestra by Federico Torroba, Pepe
Romero, soloist; Con Cierto Madrigal
For Two Guitars and Orchestra by
Joaquin Rodrigo, Angel and Pepe
Romeros, soloist; Variations on a
Theme by Haydn written by Johannes Brahms; and Second Essay For
Orchestra, Opus 17 by Samuel
Barber. Edward Seferian will be conducting.

The concert at the Life Center, S.
18th and S. Union, is at 8 P.M.
Reserved seating is available for
Symphony donors who waive the tax
deduction on the first $25 of their
contribution. For more information
regarding reserved seating call

588-8878.

Pepe Romero

In Case of Earthquake, Place Your
Head Between your Legs, and.
•

•

From the Security Office
Ow community recently sustained an earthquake which measured
5.3 on the Richter scale. An earthquake of this magnitude has the
potential to inflict serious damage,
but there are many things which we
can do in the event of an earthquake
to reduce injury to ourselves and
others.
The actual movement of the
ground in an earthquake is seldom a
direct cause of death or injury.
Most casualties result from falling
objects and debris because the

shocks can damage and demolish
buildings and other structures. Injuries are commonly caused by partial building collapses such as toppling of chimneys, falling brick from
walls, collapsing walls, falling ceiling plaster, light fixtures and pictures. Flying glass from broken windows is also a significant danger.
Fires from downed power lines and
broken gas lines can be similar
causes for concern. These dangers
may be aggravated by the lack of
water due to broken water mains.

I believe that man will not merely endure. he will prevail.
Words: William Faulkner
Photo: Ansel Adams

The following is a list of simple
tips to remember about what to do
in an earthquake:
If indoors, watch for falling
plaster, bricks, light fixtures and
other objects such as high
bookcases, shelves and furniture.
Stay away from windows, mirrors.
If in immediate danger, get under
a table, desk or bed, in a corner
away from a window, or in a strong
doorway.
If in a crowded area do not rush
for a doorway since hundreds may
have the same idea. If you must

leave the building, choose your exit
as carefully as possible, avoiding
elevators.
It is also important to cooperate
fully with public safety and University officials. There are no rules which
can eliminate all earthquake danger,
however damage or injury can be
greatly reduced by following these
simple rules and guidelines. Additional information concerning these
or other safety precautions may be
obtained by contacting the Security
Department, A frame "A", phone
number 756-3311.

6pm-2am
THURSDAYS
at the
WEST END
6th & Proctor
759-2896
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Leonard Shoots for the Stars
By Jamie Jasper

Entering the world of jobs, competition, success, and failure after
graduating from college for many
marks a transition into years of
uncertain opportunities and difficult
decisions
For three-time Little All-American
basketball star Joe Leonard,
however, the opportunity is there
and the choice is easy: play more
basketball. Joe graduates from UPS
this spring and looks forward to being drafted into the NBA. While succeeding may be less easy than
deciding to try, Joe sees nothing to
lose. Should the NBA prove too
tough to crack, he has decided to
play in Europe.
"I've never been to Europe and
basketball is probably the only way
I'll ever get there," Joe said, explaining that he wants at least a couple of
years before going to work.
"Basketball is not everything, but
I'm going to play for a few years
somewhere. Then I'll go join the real
world," said the 6-foot-7-inch UPS
center.
Leonard says that he would stay in
the NBA as long as possible, and is
optimistic about his chances.
"With some teams, I'd have a pretty good chance of making them.
Other teams I don't think I'd have a
chance. Once I get to camp, I have
as much chance as anybody else
though," said the only player in UPS
history to surpass the 1000 mark in
both career rebounds (1081, a school
record), and career points (1438).
As the only Division II player in
the NCAA East-West All Star game,
.

Leonard showed his ability to fit in
with the nation's big name players.
"At first I was wondering how I'd
do. But after the first practice, I felt I
could play with them," he said. And
he did well as he led the West in rebounds with eight, and contributed
five points in the victory.
"We didn't make the playoffs," he
referred to the Loggers, "so I wanted
to play good in that game. It was a
nice way to wrap it up," he said.
A player of Leonard's caliber undoubtedly ponders the jump from a
small school to Division I ball from
time to time. He would probably
have benefited from the switch as
well, by playing forward instead of
center; which is what he must do in
the pro's. But Leonard feels that
moving from center to forward
would have been the only major difference and says that he is now
working on playing forward.
"I wondered how I could do playing Division I, but I don't have any
regrets. I've been happy here. It's
nice to play for a winner," said
Leonard, who holds the UPS career
and single season field goal per cent
records at .564 and .599 respectively.
With his record, the Loggers have
obviously liked having Joe too. Head
coach Don Zech stated that
Leonard's performance rates him as
one of the outstanding players he
has ever coached in his highly successful career at UPS.
Adding to Leonard's post season
honors, he made the AAU National
Championship All-Tourney team.
The 16 team tournament recently
took place in St. Augustine, Florida

where Leonard joined with players
from the Northwest, including Logger Todd Burton, to take first place.
The team won the championship
game in overtime, 108-106.
Joe will receive his degree in
Business and specializes in
Marketing and Management. As you

have gathered by now however, he is
in no hurry to join the rat race. Looking down the road, Joe hopes he can
put together enough money playing
basketball to get a good start on a
business, or at least not have to take
just any job offered.

Ski Coach Leaves to
Study Law in Europe
Jerry W. Schwartz, the varsity ski
coach for the past 4 seasons, is cornpleting his law school work at the
University of Puget Sound School of
Law in May. He will be attending a
graduate law program in Europe in
August, after the Washington State
Bar Exams, where his emphasis will
be in International Business Law.
Jerry is a graduate of Auburn High
School (1973); UPS BA '77; UPS MBA
'79; UPS JD '81. During his tenure as
ski coach, the Men's team was Northern Division Champions all 4
years. He was on the UPS ski team
from 1973-1977 and has served on
the Northern Division Conference
and the National Board of Directors
of the National Collegiate Ski
Association. The Women's teams
was 3rd in Division this year and the
men finished 5th Alpine and Overall
at Nationals. The highest achievement of the men's and women's
teams under the direction and
coaching of Jerry include the men's
team winning the National Nordic
Championship and 2nd Overall
NCSA Championships in 1980. The
team placed 3 men on the 1st team
All-American list that year. We

thank Jerry for his contributions to
the school as a student, skier and
coach and wish him great success in
his pursuit of higher mountain
peaks.

Footballers Bowling
for Dollars
The University of Puget Sound
Logger football team will be raising
funds through a bowl-a-thon. The
event will take place at Chalet Bowl,
No. 26th & Proctor, on May 9, 1981
at 2:00 P.M. This will be the climax
to the Spring football practices, with
a light scrimmage and meet the
players day prior to the BIG Bowl
off. The funds raised will be for
much needed equipment; including
astro-turf shoes and raingear. The
Loggers will be on the road for 7 of
their 11 games this coming season
and will find immediate use for
these items. For information and
pledge sheets, call the football office at 756-3142 or athletic fund raising at 756-3430. Thank you... see you
at the alley.

OPEN THE
DOOR.TO A
GREAT MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
Superb Mexican dining 6
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Coors Sponsors
Intramural Festival

•

Coors of Tacoma and Adolph
Coors Company of Golden, Colorado will jointly sponsor a Campus
Fest April 24th and 25th, 1981 at
University of Puget Sound as part of
the 1981 Coors Intramural Festival
Program.
University of Puget Sound will
receive a $500 certificate for
General Sportcraft equipment to be
selected by the Intramural Department.
From this local Campus Fest, a coed team will be selected to represent

University of Puget Sound at the
Regional Intramural Festival on May
2, 1981 at Ellensburg, Washington.
Coors will provide up to $200 in
travel reimbursement for the
Regional Festival team.
Coors Intramural Festivals were
conducted at 11 locations in 1980
with 213 colleges and universities
represented.
For any further information call
Coors of Tacoma, Inc. at 922-1220 or
University of Puget Sound Intramural Department at 756-3140.

Volleyball Clinic in Summer
Mr. Val Keller, director of the
United States Volleyball Association, located in Huntington beach,
California, will be in Tacoma Friday,
April 24, and would be available for
interviews about the upcoming international volleyball clinic, the most
advanced volleyball workshop in the
world.
About 100 volleyball experts from
throughout the United States and 21
foreign nations will converge on the
University of Puget Sound July 19-31
for two weeks of sohpisticated
clinics in new strategies,
psychological aspects of the game,
and the latest in technique.

Fall Football: Looking Good
Although the 1981 Logger football returnees include Joe Ruble and
team should be stronger offensively Mike Pavel at defensive ends; Jeff
than the 1980 team which posted a Walters, Mike Hallis, Scott Stolzen6-3 record, the 1981 schedule will be burg, and Rick Milton at the
a challenge for the Loggers. The Log- linebacker positions. The defensive
gers will be facing perhaps one of line was hard hit by graduation and
the toughest schedules in the several young defensive lineman are
school's history, and will be doing it eager to challenge for the two starwith an untested defense. The kick- ting positions.
"Bob Jackson, 3rd Team Alling game should provide, however, a
solid basis from which to build a American, seems to get quicker even
when he sleeps. He won the National
team.
Monty Laughlin, second in scoring breaststroke (100 & 200) for the 3rd
in 1980 returns for double duty with straight year. He is truly amazing."
"Mike Bos, junior wide receiver,
XP/FG and kick-off chores. Ron
Bagby, the leading punt returner in should provide some exciting
the Nation in 1980, returns for his moments. His speed and strength
junior season, with a cast of suppor- have improved vastly. He might be
ting people to pick-up where he left our next All-American; at least he
has the capabilities."
off in 1980.
The 1981 Logger offense will be
headed by quarterback, Steve Hunt;
running backs, Rick Lindblad,
Jim I
Dresser and Ron Bagby; and wide
receiver, Mike Bos. The offensive
line w'll be lead by Brian Threlkeld
at center and Ted Parry at one of the
Gordy Pfeifer will be appearing on
guard positions. Several back-up ESPN/TV in the TOP ACE '81 Handlinemen from the 1980 squad will be ball matches from Dublin, Ireland.
vying for other starting positions. The taped releases will be on April
The tights end position will be 14,21, May 1,3,6,11,14, and Chambolstered this fall by the return of pionships on 22nd. One of the top 5
Jeff Hunt, sidelined during the 1980 pro's in the U.S., Gordy was second
campaign with spinal menengitis. in the singles and won in doubles at
Defensively, the 1981 Loggers will these International Matches. They
be lead by 3rd Team All-American use two size courts and the skill and
nose guard, Bob Jackson; free safe- speed of the games will be exciting
ty, Buster Crook; and strong safety, to watch. Gordy is a member of the
Greg Jackson. Other defensive UPS staff.

Staff Member
Handball Champion
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This summer marks the first time
the clinic has been held on the West
Coast, whose teams generally
dominate U.S. volleyball. Teachers
of the clinic will be coaches of the
national teams of various countries
and coaches of teams that tour internationally. The classes — whose
students all are experienced coaches
of national and collegiate teams
—will be taught in English and
Spanish.
Participants in last year's clinic
represented Argentina, Bolivia,
Canada, Dominican Republic, Egypt,
Guatemala, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan,
Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Venezuela
and other nations.

UPS Victorian Conference
a National First This Fall
UPS students are urged to plan
ahead for an unusual opportunity
open to them Fall semester, October
8 - 10, to- participate in and to
observe a professional scholarly
conference on Victorian culture.
The Department of English will host
the first-ever joint Annual Meetings
of the Research Society for Victorian Periodicals and the Victorian
Studies Association of Western
Canada. The first group has never
before met on the West Coast and
the Canadians have never before
met outside of Canada, so the UPS
experience wil be an historic "first"
for both of these prestigious groups.
Canadian scholars from as far East
as Toronto, and periodicals scholars
from all over the Untied States and
Great Britain, will gather at UPS for
two days of scholarly sessions, and,
in an unusual departure from
custom, all sessions will be open to
the public. Students will thus be able
to attend all sessions and to mingle
closely with the visiting authorities
on Victoriana.
Because 1 981 marks the
centenary of the death of Thomas
Carlyle, well-known Victorian sage,
the meetings will feature an unusual
group of national and international
Carlyle scholars, including Professor
John Clubbe, University of Kentucky, Professor Georg B. Tennyson,
University of California at Los
Angeles, and Professor Carlisle

Moore (emeritus) University of
Oregon. Also featured will be an informal "Carlyle Panel" Saturday
afternoon, when conference
speakers and participants may trade
ideas, ask questions, and generally
engage in scholarly exchange.
Carlyle was known as a historian,
biographer, and a social critic.
Modern readers may be most
familiar with his history, The French

Revolution.
Pre-Raphaelite poetry will be
highlighted at the conference banquet when Professor William B.
Frademan, University of British Columbia, will speak on " 'Visionary
Vanities:' Leaves from the PreRaphaelite Apocrapha." His talk will
be based on previously unpublished
material discovered in the course of
his editorship of the Clarendon edition of the Rossetti family letters.
Many special occasions will be included along with the scholarly sessions, such as morning coffees, the
Conference luncheon, an aunthentic
Victorian tea at the President's
house, Conference banquet, and a
Saturday Brown Bag lunch.
Students interested in working on
the Conference Committee, serving
as greeters, hosts, registration clerks,
drivers, pages, and so forth, should
contact either members of the
English Majors' Association or Dr
Rosemary T. VanArsdel, x3235

SHOES FOR ACTIVE FEET !

2714 N. 21st. Street Tacoma Wn. 98406

Lisa Aho

JAN RICKEY
759-4353

Original
California Hair Girl.

Vicki Barron

ORIGINATOR OF GEOMETRIC HAIR CUTTING!

Classified
Pool Manager, Kirkland, 21 + yrs.,
WSI, Pool Experience helpful,
competitive salary, good working
conditions. Call 821-2198 or -5767.

Experienced guitarist offering
lessons for beginners. Reasonable
rates. Paul Alleva, 752-9374 If no

■

answer please leave message.

ECKANKAR - A way of life
For a taped message call
272-5693

spALDING
0 new balance

"YOUR ALL SEASON FUN CENTER"

MON—SAT
10-7

.

Combat Zone's Early Shoppers
Christmas List for Big Wigs
ell, it's that time of year again and
he Editor of the Combat Zone
hought you'd want to get an early
tart on that holiday shopping as the
rees are put up in the malls, the
ights are strung through the stores,
nd the employees wear fluorescent
ed and green to work.
Here we have some ideas for gifts
or the most popular, unpopular, and
nknown persons on campus. But be
ure to beat the Christmas rush —
ost sales start tomorrow!

Franc Cuisine, English Professor
$$ A Hand Wade dartboard.
SS Something else to complain
about.
$$ A collection of William Buckley's
and Michael Veseth's writings.
Sick Slimwood, Food Servidis Dir.
$$ A Betty Crocker Cook Book
Bill Hackberg, Alumnus and Future
Washington State Governor
$$ The porno classic Angelique
Mary Ann Simpleton, Actress
SS A complete collection of
Groucho Marx films

President Fill Fibs
SS A self-cleaning, six-mode, 100-volt
microwave bowtie for heating up
raisin bran flakes and Milk Duds for
the morning jog. Cost: $642.00.
$$ A Franc Cuisine dart board.
$$ A whoopy cushion for Gwen.

.

Hand Wade, Economics Professor
$$ A taco-flipping kit, complete with
clearly illustrated instructions (since
he might not be able to read them)
and a pamphlet on the similarities
between a taco shell and Phillips'
curve.

David Drudge, Communications Prof
S$ A haircut.
$$ A Space Invaders game and a
video cassette recorder with 47 extra
tapes of STAR WARS.
$$ The department chairmanship.

Carlton Perky, former ASUPS Prez
$$ Loving attention
$$ A mirror
$$ A lifetime subscription to

Sheen Hellott, Plant Dept. Director
$$ An answer to this question: When
I retire, whose going to take care of
my yard?"

Gentlemen's Quarterly
$$ A button with the motto: "Being
with Tamzen is the next best thing to
MIMI

CLIP AND SAVE=

being there."
Carrie Greaseman, Textiles Teach
$$ A Reader's Digest How to Sew
manual
$$ A gift certificate for stylish
clothes at The Gap
$$ A complete selection of Rush,
AC/DC, and Judas Priest albums
Ronnie Vanlnkydinky, Math
$$ A tube of Clearasil
$$ A pocket calculator
SS Some new Crayons
Error Peterdaughter, ASB Prez
$$ The Preppy Handbook
$$ The book How to BE Number One

and Make Everyone Hate You in the
Process
Just Bland, Chemistry Poop
$$ A six month's supply of
dehydrated mango-bits and mustard
seed granola with seven kinds of fish
egg protein extract.
Gregg Gooner, Poly Sci-Fi Prof
$$ George McGovern's autograph
$$ A one-way ticket to El Salvador to
count just exactly how many people
have been killed by death squads
and security forces.

BIM ISM

"Gee, sorry I'm late.
Last night there must have been a
blackout because my electric clock
was 47 minutes slow.

I had to go around the block 47
times to find a parking space.
When I asked for you, the receptionist said you were out to lunch

.

My Mercedes was still tied up at the
shop, so I had to borrow my son's
Volkswagen.

Your job was finished yesterday, but
was shipped to the wrong customer.
I thought that you were located
on 47th Street.

Courtesy of the Society to Preserve Tardiness
t"
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Idi Irritates
Religious Zealots
With Loud Music

Agape officials were left agape after
a proclamation by KUPS General
Manager Tobey "Idi" Fitch claiming
that he "won't turn it down for
anybody, not even God." Fitch's
comment was in reference to Agape
(who meets in room 2 of the SUB,
right next door to the radio station)
members' continued requests on
Wednesday nights that KUPS turn
down its studio monitors so they
(Agape) can sing their hymns without
interference. KUPS jocks Jay Lloyd

and Jodi complained to Fitch, who
told Zone reporters that "God,
Agape, and the Moral Majority can
all go to hell. Mellow Rock and Jazz
forever!" screamed Fitch, turning
black and blue in the face. A short
prayer service will be held in an attempt to save Fitch from "eternal
damnation" come Judgment Day.
All interested persons should contact either the KUPS information
line or Agape c/o Chaplain Jim Davis
for the date and time.
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